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Abstract –EMC(Electromagnetic Compatibility) studies require the modeling of the printed circuit board 

(PCB). Such models need to be compatible with the simulation software usually used in the industry. An 

analysis for modeling and optimizing the PCB is presented in this study. The method of moments is used to 

determine a transmission line electrical model (RLGC) for traces. This model is based on the physical 

geometry of traces and the material characteristics of the copper and the dielectric. Given the PCB model, 

an optimization can be performed to minimize the conduction emissions of the board.   

  

Introduction 

 
Technological advances in power electronics tend to raise the switching frequency. As a result, the 

conducted emissions we measure at the battery may also be raised. These perturbations may 

interact with all components in a power electronics board. The source of these emissions includes 

active components, but PCB (Power Circuit Board) traces conduct these perturbations and tend to 

raise them at high frequencies.  

EMC standards are becoming more restrictive, driving an increased interest in modeling the PCB 

and reducing its effect on emissions. These models should be fast to generate and compatible with 

electric circuit simulators suck as SPICE. 

Previous studies have used a number of different methods to model the PCB at high frequencies. 

Some are based on simplified analytical equations [1][2] which sometimes neglect the mutual 

inductances and capacitances between traces. Others are based on the finite element method (FEM) 

which consumes a lot of hardware and time, and is not ideal for an optimization process. 

The purpose of this study is first to optimize a PCB such that the electromagnetic perturbations are 

reduced. In order to do this, a PCB model is needed. An analytical method has been chosen to 

generate a transmission line model (RLCG) that is frequency-dependent. 

This paper will introduce the method used to model the PCB, and give a general idea of the 

electrical models that we will obtain. After that, it will discuss how these models will be integrated 

in the electrical circuit simulator and the different types of simulations that we can use in order to 

determine the electromagnetic perturbations. The section that follows introduces the optimization 

procedure that is used in this work in order to reduce the conducted emissions. This method will be 

used on a DC-DC buck converter to validate the procedure.  
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Modeling 

 
As the purpose of this work is optimizing the PCB, the selected model should be fast to generate 

and one which can be electrically simulated in SPICE tools. Fig.1 presents a transmission line 

model (RLCG) that will represent a PCB trace where dz is an elementary length.   

 

 
Fig. 1: Transmission line model 

 

R represents the resistance of the trace per unit length which is frequency dependent due to the skin 

effect. L is the inductance per unit length of the loop formed by the trace and the ground plane. 

This inductance varies with frequency and depends on the distance between the trace and the 

ground plane. C is the capacitance per unit length between the trace and the ground plane. This 

element depends on the permittivity of the dielectric which can also be frequency-dependent.  

G is the conductance per unit length of the trace which represents the dielectric losses. Usually this 

term is neglected compared to the capacitance of the trace.  

The line transmission model presented in fig.1 is for a single trace on top on a ground plane. In a 

PCB circuit, traces will interact with each other’s and will create a capacitance and a mutual 

inductance between them. 

  

  Resistance   

  
The resistance per unit length of the trace has been determined using analytical equations [3]. It is 

divided into two sections, the resistance per unit length of the trace on low frequencies and the 

resistance per unit length on high frequencies.  
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𝜌

𝑆
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where ρ is the copper resistivity, S the area of a section of the trace, f is the frequency and fskin is 

the frequency at which the skin depth is of the same order of the trace thickness. This frequency 

can be determined using (2) :  
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where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of the air and t the thickness of the trace. Using (1) and (2), 

we can get the frequency dependence of the trace resistance. Since we mentioned that the model 

should be SPICE-compatible, the resistance should be presented as a function of frequency too in 

SPICE. 

There are two ways in order to model this effect. Either the frequency is presented using the s 

parameter where the relation between s and the frequency is given in (3): 

 

 𝑠 = 𝑗 ∗ 2𝜋𝑓 (3) 



 

or the resistance will be modeled by a lumped parameter circuit that will take into consideration the 

frequency-dependence as shown in fig.2. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Lumped parameter model of a frequency-dependent resistance 

 

Rdc is resistance of the trace on low frequencies. As for the rest of the elements, it represents the 

variation of the resistance as a function of the frequency. The number of branches used depends on 

the precision needed in order to fit the model to the analytical calculation.  

  

  Inductance and Capacitance   

  
A PCB circuit creates some inductances and capacitances in the system: 

 Proper inductance of the trace which represents the inductance of the loop formed by the 

trace and the ground plane. 

 Proper capacitance of the trace which represents the capacitance between the trace and the 

ground plane. 

 Mutual inductances between traces on the same plane. 

 Capacitances between traces on the same plane. 

 

In order to determine all these inductances and capacitances, the Method of Moments [4][5][6] has 

been used. It is a numerical computational method of solving linear partial differential equations 

which have been formulated as integral equations: 
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 (4) 

 

(4) is the integral form of Poisson’s equation in the transverse x-y plane where a charge distribution 

in the x-y plane, ρ, is distributed over some surface s. We know how to determine the potentials at 

every point in the region and we wish to determine the charge distribution that follows it since the 

capacitance is related to the potential as well as the charge distribution as we can see in (5) where 

Q is the charge distribution and V is the differential potential.  

 

 𝑄 = 𝐶 ∗ 𝑉 (5) 

 

In order to determine the capacitance of the system, (4) and (5) are used with relative permittivity 

of the dielectric between the traces and the ground plane. As for the inductances, (6) gives a 

relation between the inductance L, the permittivity of the air ε0, the electromagnetic permeability of 

the air µ0 and the capacitance of the traces if we replace the dielectric in the system by air C0: 

 

 𝐿𝐶0 = 𝜇0𝜀0 (6) 



If the Method of Moment is used to determine the capacitances in the air of the system, (6) will 

give us all the inductances needed to have a proper PCB model. An important note to mention is 

that the Method of Moments gives us inductances and capacitances per unit length and in order to 

have a model that is valid and precise on high frequencies, it is important to choose the length of 

each section of the trace and so then number of sections of the trace. 

 

Optimization Procedure 

 
In order to reduce the electromagnetic perturbations, it is important to generate a PCB that does not 

increase these perturbations. To apply this procedure to a power electronics circuit, it is necessary 

to have models of every element. Passive components are modeled by lumped circuits that are valid 

at high frequencies using measurement from a network analyzer. After placing the components, the 

routing must be developed. Initially, the routing of the PCB must follow some general rules such as 

maintaining a distance between the traces and the edges of the board, separating the power section 

from the command and avoid right angles. 

In the optimization procedure, it is considered at first that any routing between two pins of a 

component is composed of two traces as shown in fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3: Routing technique 

 

By changing the position of the intersection of the two traces, the routing changes and thus its 

electromagnetic effect on the conductive perturbations. This would be the main variable to 

optimize in the procedure. The optimization algorithm used in this work is the genetic algorithm 

[7]. This algorithm should have three parts: 

 Selecting the right generation of variables  

 Producing the PCB model for the chosen individual at the current iteration 

 The objective function in order to find the best individual that responds to the problem 

which is reducing the electromagnetics conductive emisssions. 

 

For the selection, the algortihm should at first a fixed number of individuals forming a generation. 

The choice of the individuals (its values) should follow the limitations giving in the description of 

the algorithm. For example, a limitation can be the intervals that will limit the choice of the x and y 

position of the intersection point. In the first iteration, the algorithm will calculate the objective 

function for each individual of the generation and at the end of the iteration it will choose the best 

individual (the lowest objective function) with other mutated ones to participate in the next 

iteration. The algorithm will continue throught iterations until it attends a certain precision or 

obtain the same lowest objective function for several iterations consecutivally. As a result, the 

algorithm will give the best individual as well as the value of the objective function corresponding 

to this individual. 

For each selected individual, a PCB model should be produced. The board will be meshed and the 

routine will begin using the technique mentioned before with only one intersection between 2 pins. 

After the routing is finished, the program start searching for traces that could group to form one 

model using the Method of Moments. The traces that the program searches for are traces who are in 

the same colomn and have the same angle between each others as shown in fig. 4. 



 
Fig. 4: Traces Separation for modeling 

 

We can notice that there is four different regions in this example. Each region have traces with 

same angle between them and consist a unique PCB model. These models will be linked to either 

component pins or other parts of traces. 

As mentioned before, the objective function is to find the best individual that reduces the 

electromagnetics conductive emisssions. The function chosen to get the best result is a relative 

comparison between the sum of the spectrum of perturbations over frequency between the case for 

the actual indivual and the one for the current best indivudual. If the comparaison is negative, the 

current individual will be the current best individual. The algorithm will keep going all over the 

avaible individuals until the best one is found. 

 

Study case: A DC/DC converter 

 
The optimization technique is being validated in this section on a DC/DC converter as shown in 

fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5: DC/DC converter 

 

Each component in this converter has been modeled using a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) and 

a fitting technique to be efficient up to 1 GHz and the switching frequency is 200 KHz. The PCB 

optimization procedure is used to get the most efficient routing regarding the EMC conducted 

emissions. These perturbations are being measured by two LISN (Line Impedance Stabilization 

Network) that are placed between the battery and the decoupling capacitor. Fig. 6 shows an 

electrical model of the LISN used in this study. Fig. 7 shows a geometry comparaison between a 

random PCB and an optimized one created by the algorithm described in this article. The board has 

been meshed into 50 units through x and y axis with 5 mm distance between 2 units. It is clear that 

the more the number of meshing units is higher, the more choices of routing there is and a better 

optimized one. Components of the converter are presented by blue lines (excluding the charge) and 

the traces between them are in red.  

 



 
Fig. 6: LISN electrical model 

  
Fig. 7.a: Random PCB routing for the converter 

 

 
Fig. 7.b: Optimized routing for the converter 

 

As we can notice, both routing are not regular and have no repetitive rules and it is clear that all 

right angles have been avoided even during the optimization results. The association of all models 

in the converter has been simulated in LTSpice [8] throught a time domain simulation where the 

results have been sent to Matlab in order to generate the perturbation spectrum throught the fast 

fourier transformation (FFT). 
 

  Spectrum comparison   
 

Two types of results will be shown in this section. Fig. 8 compares the conductive emissions 

spectrum between a converter with or without PCB and Fig. 9 compares the spectrum between the 

converter with the random PCB shown in Fig. 7.a and the optimized one in Fig .7.b. 
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Fig. 8: Comparaison between the spectrums of the converter with or without the PCB 

 
Fig. 9: Comparaison between the spectrums of the converter with a random and optimized PCB 

 

It is noticeable in Fig. 8 that the PCB starts taking effect around 30 MHz and that it is important to 

take this fact into consideration in the simulation if the prediction of the conductive emissions 

above this frequency is needed. Fig. 9 and 10 shows that an optimized PCB can push some 

resonances to higher frequencies as well as reducing the amplitude of these resonances. A 

difference of more than 10 dB appears around 300 MHz and few dB between 50 MHz and 100 

MHz. 

 



 
Figure 10: Envelope of the Spectrums for the converter without and with a random and optimized 

PCB 

 

Conclusion and Perspective 

 
In this study, a PCB optimization procedure has been introduced in order to reduce the 

electromagnetic conductive emissions. Each link between two pins has been divided into two traces 

and the optimization algorithm chooses the best positions for these intersections in order to satisfy 

the objective function. This study had the components placement as a fix variable and the only 

optimization was on the traces. The results shown for a DC/DC converter study case proves that 

optimizing the PCB reduces the perturbations on high frequencies. 

In order to improve the quality of the circuit from an EMC and PCB view, multiples ameliorations 

can be introduced. The number of traces per link can be increase and so the number of entries to the 

optimization algorithm will increase. The meshing is another factor that plays a big role in the 

precision and choices of traces. As mentioned, the components’ place are fixed in this study so 

adding this factor as an entry to the algorithm can improve the EMC quality of the board but can 

also make the study more complex and takes more time.  
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